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Abstract Characteristics of very low frequency (VLF) signal depends on solar illumination across
the propagation path. For a long path, solar zenith angle varies widely over the path and this has a
significant influence on the propagation characteristics. To study the effect, Indian Centre for Space Physics
participated in the 27th and 35th Scientific Expedition to Antarctica. VLF signals transmitted from the
transmitters, namely, VTX (18.2 kHz), Vijayanarayanam, India, and NWC (19.8 kHz), North West Cape,
Australia, were recorded simultaneously at Indian permanent stations Maitri and Bharati having respective
geographic coordinates 70.75∘S, 11.67∘E, and 69.4∘S, 76.17∘E. A very stable diurnal variation of the signal
has been obtained from both the stations. We reproduced the signal variations of VLF signal using solar
zenith angle model coupled with long wavelength propagation capability (LWPC) code. We divided the
whole path into several segments and computed the solar zenith angle (𝜒 ) profile. We assumed a linear
relationship between the Wait’s exponential model parameters effective reflection height (h′), steepness
parameter (𝛽), and solar zenith angle. The h′ and 𝛽 values were later used in the LWPC code to obtain the
VLF signal amplitude at a particular time. The same procedure was repeated to obtain the whole day
signal. Nature of the whole day signal variation from the theoretical modeling is also found to match
with our observation to some extent.

1. Introduction

The lowermost layer of the ionosphere, namely, the D region is the most difficult and least studied layer com-
pared to the upper ionospheric layers. The ionospheric chemistry of this region is very complex because of
the presence of a large number of ions and in contrast to the other regions such as the E and F layers; the
D region exists only during the daytime. Although over the years, numerous attempts have been made using
rocket-borne experiments [Mechtly and Smith, 1970; Mechtly, 1974], tweeks and sferics [Ohya et al., 2006; Reeve
and Rycroft, 1972; Hayakawa et al., 1994; Shvets and Hayakawa, 1998; Kumar et al., 2008], whistlers [Cummer
et al., 1998], balloon experiments [Simões et al., 2009, 2012], sufficient information to get a global picture of
this region could not be achieved [Bilitza, 1998]. Propagation of very low frequency (VLF) radio waves is the
best method to study this region where the D layer (during daytime and the E layer at night) acts as the
upper boundary and the Earth’s surface as the lower boundary of a waveguide, called the Earth-ionosphere
waveguide, thereby guiding the radio waves over large distances without much attenuation (3 dB/1000 km).
However, low-frequency waves can also penetrate in the ionosphere in the form of whistler waves and
Schumann resonance phenomena that have been detected above the D region [Helliwell, 1965; Inan et al.,
1985; Nickolaenko and Hayakawa, 2014]. Solar zenith angle (𝜒 ) variation along a particular propagation path
produces a typical diurnal signal variation, which is characteristic of that particular path. Presence of such
effects could be seen in the extreme cases studied by us: for east-west propagation, the nighttime attenua-
tion is found to be larger than the daytime, whereas for west-east propagation, the daytime attenuation is
larger than the nighttime [Chakrabarti et al., 2012]. The secondary source of ionization, cosmic rays, does not
show much variation with the time of the day. But it does so with geomagnetic latitude, being higher toward
the poles and lower near the equator because of the shielding effect of the Earth’s magnetic field at low lat-
itudes [Heaps, 1978]. This implies that the solar zenith angle dependence of the D region electron density
has a latitude dependence too that will also be reflected in the received VLF signal amplitude (and phase)
[Thomson, 1993; Thomson and Clilverd, 2001; Muraoka et al., 1977; Basak and Chakrabarti, 2013]. Of course,
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the solar zenith angle variation is also strongly dependent on the day of the year, and thus, the shape is
expected to be modified with time of the year.

Indian Centre for Space Physics (ICSP) participated in the 35th Scientific Expedition to Antarctica during
the summer of 2015–2016. Very low frequency data (both amplitude and phase) were collected from both
the Indian stations: Maitri (geographic latitude 70.75∘S, longitude 11.67∘E) and Bharati (geographic latitude
69.4∘S, longitude 76.17∘E). Maitri is built on an ice-free, rocky area on the Schirmacher oasis 100 km inland
from the shore and 50 m above the sea level. Bharati is about 3000 km east of Maitri, located between
Thala Fjord and Quilty bay, east of Stornes Peninsula approximately 35 m above sea level. Both broadband
and clean narrowband data for over 6 weeks from January to the end of February were collected using an
UltraMSK receiver.

Earlier, in Sasmal et al. [2014, 2015], the signal amplitude variation with distance was successfully repro-
duced using both numerical simulation and theoretical modeling. In Sasmal et al. [2014], the well-known
long wavelength propagation capability (LWPC) code was used to compare the signal characteristics corre-
sponding to long propagation paths (∼10000 km) with observations. The signal characteristics were studied
for two conditions: one when the whole path was sunlit and the other time when the whole path was
dark. It was seen that the fluctuations in the signal amplitude were more for nighttime condition that may
be due to the interference between larger number of modes than for daytime condition. It was also seen
that all the modes suffered maximum attenuation near the equatorial region and at the Antarctic ice mass
[Sasmal et al., 2014]. In Sasmal et al. [2015], the signal amplitude was reproduced using the well-known
D region ion chemistry model and LWPC code. The whole path was divided into 20 segments, and elec-
tron density was calculated from the ion chemistry model for each segment incorporating the solar zenith
angle information into the model. It was seen that the signal amplitude for nighttime condition was always
higher than that for daytime condition. The results from the model were also found to satisfactorily follow the
observations.

In the present paper, unlike the previous attempts, we try to reproduce the temporal variation of the
received VLF signal amplitude using solar zenith angle model coupled with well-known LWPC code. We have
chosen four paths: VTX-Maitri, VTX-Bharati, NWC-Maitri, and NWC-Bharati. The first two paths are very long
(>10,000 km), whereas the last two are comparatively shorter paths (<9000 km). Also for the paths VTX-Maitri
and NWC-Maitri, a considerable portion of the propagation path was over the Antarctic ice mass. Since LWPC
emphasizes on estimating the spatial profile of signal strength much more than the temporal one, it often
ignores the diurnal 𝜒 variation effects on the lower ionosphere and assumes a constant ionospheric profile
(electron density, Ne and conductivity, 𝜎 profile) for entire daytime, i.e., h′ = 74 km and 𝛽 = 0.3 km−1

irrespective of the seasonal variation, geographical location of transmitter (and receiver), and the direction
of signal propagation. So in order to avoid oversimplification to simulate the diurnal variation of VLF signal
amplitude and compare it with observation, we took the𝜒 values, which long wavelength propagation model
(LWPM), the default LWPC propagation model, computes at each segment of the propagation path and fitted
them with a third-order polynomial function to obtain a smooth profile along the propagation path at that
instant. From this information of solar zenith angle variation over the propagation path, we computed the
Wait’s parameters h′ and 𝛽 using a linear relationship that we then incorporated into the LWPC code to obtain
VLF signal amplitude at a particular time. The same procedure was repeated over the entire day to obtain the
desired temporal signal variation. Although there were several publications regarding the observation and
numerical modeling of long path propagation characteristics [Wait and Spies, 1964], we use a process that
reproduces a day-to-day variability of diurnal signal amplitude profile. We use such a condition where the
concept of whole day solar illumination has been taken into account. In the current process, we have been
able to successfully reproduce the diurnal signal profile for a very long path (∼10,000 km) as observed from
Antarctica. Also compared to previous works, using this generalized proposition, we can simulate the signal
characteristics with equal fluency, irrespective of the path length and direction of signal propagation. This
type of work has usually been neglected in previous studies.

The plan of the paper is as follows: in next section, we discuss the data analyzed in our study. In section 3, we
explain the method of data analysis. In section 4, we present the results and interpretations. Finally, in section 5,
we make concluding remarks.



Figure 1. The VTX and NWC transmitters (red triangles), Bharati and Maitri station (green circles), and the propagation
paths between them. The solar terminator is for 00:00:00 UT and 12:00:00 UT for 22 January. As the position of the solar
day-night terminator remains almost the same for the same day of a year, the figure is valid for both 2008 and 2016.

2. Observation

To compare the variation in propagation characteristics, we present the diurnal variation of VLF signal trans-
mitted from VTX3 (geographic latitude 8.43∘N, longitude 77.75∘E) of 18.2 kHz and NWC (geographic latitude
21.4∘S, longitude 114.15∘E) of 19.8 kHz simultaneously. In Figure 1, we present the position of the transmitter
VTX and NWC by red triangles, the Bharati and Maitri stations by green circles, and the propagation paths for
which the major acquisitions were made in 2016 and 2008. The figure also shows the position of the solar
terminator for the time 00:00:00 and 12:00:00 UT. Our attempt was to record other transmitters also, but the
quality of the signal was not found to be satisfactory. We thus concentrate on VTX3 and NWC. We emphasize



Figure 2. Diurnal variation of VLF signal amplitude as a function of time in hours from VTX3 (18.2 kHz) and NWC
(19.8 kHz) transmitters as recorded from Bharati station on 22 January 2016 and Maitri station on 22 January 2008.
Shown are (a) VTX-Bharati, (b) NWC-Bharati, (c) VTX-Maitri, and (d) NWC-Maitri baselines. The signal amplitudes are
not normalized as they have been recorded from two different sets of receiving instruments.

days with full solar illumination with no sunset condition in our study and proceed our simulation with this
same condition. As the position of the solar day-night terminator remains almost the same for the same day
of a year, Figure 1 is valid for both 2008 and 2016. Our simulation and comparison is done for the date of
22 January in both years.

In Figure 2, we present diurnal variations of VTX3 and NWC signal amplitude as observed from Bharati and
Maitri stations. The signal is recorded on the same day but in different years. The plotted signal from Bharati is
for 22 January 2016 and for Maitri it is 22 January 2008. Since in two locations we use two different instruments,
one datum was not normalized with respect to the other. In this study, we are mainly focusing on the nature
and shape of diurnal signal amplitude by numerical simulation. Therefore, we ignore the relative amplitude of
the signal level. To record signal in Bharati, we use an electric field whip antenna 4.6 m height mounted on the
ground surface. We used an UltraMSK recording system containing a preamplifier and postamplifier attached
with an external sound card system and a GPS unit. In Maitri, we used the Stanford University-made AWESOME
antenna receiver system. We used crossed loop magnetic field antennas of dimension 6.1 m× 6.1 m base with
4.6 m height mounted on the ground and connected with a similar preamplifier and postamplifier system, an
acquisition card, and a GPS unit.

In Figure 2, we present the diurnal variation of signal amplitude of VTX3 and NWC as recorded from Bharati and
Maitri stations. The signal amplitude is plotted as a function of time in UT. The Bharati signal shows some sort of
oscillations similar to short path nighttime fluctuation in comparison to Maitri. The NWC signal recorded from
Maitri does not contain any proper information and the attenuation in the signal is very high. The VTX-Maitri
signal shows a very stable diurnal variation with low modal interference whereas the signal from Bharati shows
modal interferences. This is due to the difference in the path lengths of these propagations. The path length of
the four propagation paths are (a) VTX-Bharati: 8656 km; (b) NWC:Bharati: 5870 km. (c) VTX-Maitri: 10,030 km;
and (d) NWC-Maitri: 8179 km. Most of the paths can be treated as a long path except the NWC-Bharati
path. For other propagation paths it is expected to get a limited number of dominating propagation modes



as the path lengths are high. However, for NWC-Bharati path, it is expected to have a larger number of prop-
agating modes that increases the chance of modal interference, which results in the oscillating nature of
the signal.

3. Solar Zenith Angle Model and LWPC

In the previous works on the reproduction of VLF signal variation in short paths, the 𝜒 variation over the
propagation path was replaced by an almost homogeneous profile [Basak and Chakrabarti, 2013], and for
the same kind of past simulations on long and middle length paths, only a handful of points were chosen
over the path to represent the effective solar irradiation characteristics over the path [Sasmal et al., 2014,
2016]. These methods always have limitations and an accurate study would require more frequent sampling
of the D region profile along the propagation path. In this paper, we supply a more realistic and continuous
D region profile of LWPC over the path at each point of time in order to reproduce an accurate diurnal VLF
signal profile.

The default propagation model of LWPC is long wave propagation model (LWPM) [Ferguson, 1998]. The LWPC
considers the space between Earth surface and lower boundary of ionosphere as a waveguide. LWPM employs
an exponentially increasing conductivity with height model of lower ionosphere. Apart from LWPM, the LWPC
uses other recognized models, namely, HOMOGENEOUS, CHI, RANGE, and GRID. Basically, these models allow
users to override the LWPM model and to accommodate several perturbation effects of lower ionosphere.
The HOMOGENEOUS model considers a uniform ionosphere over all paths. In the RANGE model, one can
put different ionospheric parameters at different points on the path. The GRID treats the ionosphere along
geographic grids. The CHI is capable of incorporating solar zenith angle effects. The specific inputs can be
fed to those models with the help of substrings. The first of them is called EXPONENTIAL, where model
parameters h′ and 𝛽 can be supplied. In the second substring TABLE, the direct values can be supplied in
tabular form. Different control strings of it are used under different circumstances. Among them, we fre-
quently use BEARING control string to incorporate all possible bearing angles and to simulate VLF signal
profile. We supply VLF transmitter location, signal frequency, and geographical bearing angle value for signal
propagation path to that control string. It computes the VLF signal amplitude and phase profile along the
path at a given time. According to the waveguide mode theory, the total field strength is calculated as the
summation of all the present modes of propagating wave originated from the VLF transmitter. The𝜒 , global 𝜎
map, and B field are present in the basic set up of LWPC. Since the LWPC emphasizes on estimating the spatial
profile of signal strength much more than the temporal one, the LWPM often ignores the𝜒(t) variation effects
while modeling the lower ionosphere. Instead, it assumes a constant ionospheric profile (electron density,
Ne(h) and conductivity, 𝜎(h) profile) for the entire daytime, i.e., h′ =74 km and 𝛽=0.3 km−1 irrespective of the
seasonal variation, geographical location of the transmitter (and the receiver), and the direction of signal prop-
agation [Ferguson, 1998]. So using BEARINGS control string of default LWPM model, it is an overapproximation
to simulate the diurnal variation of VLF signal amplitude and compare it with observation. We overcome this
limitation of the code by incorporating some additional computation with LWPC. The solar zenith angle (𝜒 )
denotes the position of the Sun with respect to the zenith (𝜒 =0∘). The zenith angle convention followed by
LWPC is drawn in Figure 3. Here the eastern and western horizons are defined by −90∘ and +90∘, respectively.
The nadir is defined by 𝜒=±180∘. For computation of the signal, it is known that LWPM divides the signal
propagation path into several segments of reasonable length and calculates the 𝜒 at each of those segments
at that time. We take those discrete 𝜒 values and fit them with a suitable third-order polynomial function.
Thus, we get a smooth profile of 𝜒(d, t) along the propagation path at that time instant. Figure 4 shows the
variation of ∣𝜒(d) ∣ for (a) VTX-Bharati, (b) NWC-Bharati, (c) VTX-Maitri, and (d) NWC-Maitri. In the x axis is
plotted the universal time (UT). In the y axis is plotted the great circular path (GCP), distance between the
transmitter and the receiver, d. The ∣𝜒 ∣ values are shown using color map. Thus, in Figure 4 the path variation
of ∣𝜒 ∣ for each time of a day has been plotted. One can clearly see the inhomogeneity of 𝜒 over the path at
different times of a day. The ∣ 𝜒 ∣ >99∘ represents complete darkness. As it is similar to the solar day-night
terminator, the zenith angle variation for a particular day of a year remains almost the same. So we use this
zenith angle variation for both the years 2008 and 2016.

Next we use the EXPONENTIAL substring of RANGE model of LWPC. RANGE is another advanced model of
LWPC that allows one to set up a user-defined ionospheric profile as input [Ferguson, 1998]. It is called REXP
model. Here the Wait’s two-component ionospheric profile [Wait and Spies, 1964] parameters can be supplied



Figure 3. Definition of solar zenith angle as followed by long wavelength propagation capability (LWPC) code.

manually. Since the incoming solar radiation flux directly controls the electron and ion content of the D region
ionosphere, in our modeling we propose a linear relation between h′ (and 𝛽) and cos(𝜒), i.e.,

h′, 𝛽 ∝ cos(𝜒). (1)

Thus, we incorporate the actual solar flux-controlled ionization effect in the lower ionosphere model of LWPC
over the propagation path. The daytime and nighttime boundary conditions regarding Ne(h′, 𝛽) and 𝜎(h′, 𝛽)

Figure 4. Variation of solar zenith angle (𝜒 ) for the entire day at various distances (d measured in megameter or Mm) from the transmitter. The Great Circle Paths
(GCP) between (a) VTX-Bharati, (b) NWC-Bharati, (c) VTX-Maitri, and (d) NWC-Maitri. Figure 4d is plotted as a function of daytime in hours with zenith angle on
the color bar. The zenith angle changes according to the solar terminator variation along the path.



Figure 5. Calculated variation of effective reflection height (h′) from equation (2) for the entire day across the transmitter-receiver paths has been plotted in the
same manner as given in Figure 4.

are taken from the default values prescribed by LWPC, i.e., at cos(𝜒 = 0∘), h′ = 74 km and 𝛽 = 0.3 km−1, and
at cos(𝜒 = 99∘), h′ = 87 km, and 𝛽 = 0.5 km−1. Now the h′ and 𝛽 are computed as

h′(cos(𝜒)) = h′(cos(0∘)) +
[

cos(𝜒) − cos(0∘)
cos(99∘) − cos(0∘)

×
[

h′(cos(99∘)) − h′(cos(0∘))
]]

. (2)

A similar type of equation holds for 𝛽(cos(𝜒)). In Figure 5, we presented the path variation of h′ as obtained
from equation (2) for each time of a day similar to Figure 4. An identical figure would be obtained for 𝛽, and
hence, it has not been presented to avoid repetitive nature. With this h′(d, t) and 𝛽(d, t)profiles along the path
(here d denotes the distance from the transmitter), we run the REXP program to compute the VLF amplitude
(denoted by A(d)) profile along the path at that given instant of time. Hence, to produce the entire diurnal vari-
ation (i.e., the temporal profile), we repeat this BEARINGS and REXP coupled𝜒-model for several time instants
of a given day. Now, using this generalized proposition, we can simulate the temporal signal characteristics
with equal accuracy for any pair of transmitter and receiver.

4. Results and Discussions

Our objective in this paper is to simulate diurnal variation of VLF subionospheric radio signal coming from
VTX3 and NWC at two Antarctic receiving stations, namely, Maitri and Bharati in the month of January for
two different times viz., 2008 and 2016. The data recorded for the VTX-Bharati, VTX-Maitri, and NWC-Maitri
(∼10,000 km) are in the category of long propagation path and NWC-Bharati is included in medium length
path. Along such a long signal propagation path, the 𝜒(d) variation over the path is very broad. We have con-
sidered different illumination stages, namely, the (i) fully dark, (ii) fully sunlit, and (iii) mixed illumination, along
these paths at different times of the day (Table 1). For initial understanding of the signal characteristics for
the four paths of different lengths with different modal interference effects due to dynamic solar illumination

Table 1. Illumination Condition Along the Propagation Paths

Time (UT) VTX-Bharati VTX-Maitri NWC-Bharati NWC-Maitri

00:00 partly dark/ almost dark fully sunlit fully sunlit

partly sunlit

12:00 fully sunlit fully sunlit partly dark/ partly dark/

partly sunlit partly sunlit



Figure 6. Spatial distribution of VLF signal amplitude as a function of distance from the transmitter to receiver for all
the propagation paths for two specific times of the day. For Bharati station the simulation is done for 22 January 2016
and for Maitri station, it is done for 22 January 2008. The black and red curves are for the time of 00:00:00 UT and
12:00:00 UT, respectively. The dashed vertical lines represent the location of the receiver. The day-night-simulated
signal amplitude level matches with our observed signal nature. The spatial variation shows lesser modal interference
in daytime for long path like (a) VTX-Bharati and (c) VTX-Maitri, where for shorter path like (b) NWC-Bharati, there are
strong signature of modal conversion in daytime.



Figure 7. Diurnal variation of (a, c) observed and (b, d) simulated VLF signal amplitude for VTX (Figures 7a and 7b)
and NWC (Figures 7c and 7d) signal as observed from Bharati station, Antarctica, for 22 January 2016. The time of the
day-night transition trough, which behaves as terminators in the data matches with the simulated signal for both VTX
and NWC. The nature of the daytime variation has not been properly reproduced for VTX-Bharati baseline using the
𝜒(d, t) and LWPC modeling. The NWC-Bharati simulated signal shows some fluctuation in the daytime due to modal
interference.



Figure 8. Diurnal variation of (a, c) observed and (b, d) simulated VLF signal amplitude for VTX (Figures 8a and 8b)
and NWC (Figures 8c and 8d) signal as observed from Maitri station, Antarctica for 22 January 2008. The time of the
day-night transition trough that behaves as terminators in the data matches with the simulated signal for VTX-Maitri
path. For NWC-Maitri path, no significant pattern, daytime variation, terminator trough, nighttime fluctuation were
observed in both the observed and simulated signals. This is due to the high attenuation in the signal amplitude due
to the propagation over Antarctic ice mass region.



Figure 9. Successive 20 days of diurnal variations from 10–29 January (from bottom to top) of (a,b) observed and (c, d) simulated VLF signal amplitude for VTX
(Figures 9a and 9b) and NWC (Figures 9c and 9d) signal as observed from Bharati station, Antarctica. The times of the day-night transition trough on each day,
which behave as terminators in the data match with the simulated signal for both VTX and NWC. The nature of the daytime variation has not been properly
reproduced for VTX-Bharati baseline using the 𝜒(d, t) and LWPC modeling. The NWC-Bharati simulated signal shows some fluctuations in the daytime due to
modal interference. A 1 dB shift between two successive simulated data has been introduced to stack them.

profile, we compute the spatial variation of signal amplitude over the entire propagation path at two partic-
ular times, namely, 00:00:00 UT and 12:00:00 UT (Figure 6). For this, we compute the D region dynamic profile
over the path using 𝜒 as a tool. For the convenience of the simulation, we follow the convention of 𝜒 similar
to the prescription followed by LWPC, i.e., the eastern and western horizons are denoted by −90∘ and +90∘

(Figure 3). The assumption that goes is that h′, 𝛽 , and cos(𝜒 ) (equations (1) and (2)) are linearly related. Because
of this linearity, cos(𝜒 ) is proportional to the projection of total incoming solar illumination over the
ionosphere. The details of the modeling are described in the previous section. The smoothed profile of
∣𝜒(d, t) ∣ is shown in Figure 4 for the four propagation paths. As mentioned in section 3, the x and y axes show
temporal (t) and spatial (d) variations of ∣𝜒(d, t) ∣. This work is useful to simulate observations of 22 January
using the respective 𝜒 profile. During January it is summer season in the Antarctic continent. So at both the
receiving stations ∣𝜒 ∣<90∘ during almost the entire day. But the signal characteristics at the receiving station
carries the accumulated effect of solar condition on the entire path. Hence, we computed the h′, 𝛽(d, t) from
equations (1) and (2) for the entire path. Then we used this dynamic profile of D region ionosphere parameters
[Wait and Spies, 1964] over the path to run the REXP subprogram. Now, the spatial and, most importantly, the
temporal profile of signals at those receiving stations are drawn in Figures 6–8, respectively. As mentioned
above, in Figure 6, the VLF signal amplitudes are shown at 00:00:00 UT (black line) and 12:00:00 UT (red line).
At those times, the illumination over propagation path is given in tabular form (see also Figure 1).

For VTX-Maitri and VTX-Bharati long propagation paths, we observe a gradual and nearly steady decrease in
signal amplitude along the path at 12:00:00 UT for the distance >2000 km (Figures 6a and 6c). This indicates



Figure 10. The same as Figure 9 has been plotted but for the data observed in Maitri station, Antarctica. The time of the
day-night transition trough which behaves as terminators in the data matches with the simulated signal for VTX-Maitri
path. For NWC-Maitri path, no significant pattern, daytime variation, terminator trough, and nighttime fluctuation were
observed in both the observed and simulated signal. This is due to the high attenuation in the signal amplitude due to
the propagation over Antarctic ice mass region.



that a least number of modal interference among propagating modes has taken place then. But the situation
is a bit different in the case of NWC-Bharati signal profile at 12:00:00 UT. There, we can see a regular fluctuation
in the signal amplitude even at a distance of >5000 km from the transmitter. So it is evident that a periodic
interference among strongly contributing modes occurred there. Hence, this signature of rapidly convolving
nature of signal from constructive to destructive mode is visible also in the daytime segment of diurnal
variation simulation of NWC-Bharati baseline (Figure 7d).

In Figures 7 and 8, the diurnal variations of the VLF signal amplitude received at Bharati and Maitri are shown,
respectively. We actually computed the spatial profiles of the signal for different times of day and picked up
all the VLF signal amplitude values corresponding to the receiver location to produce this diurnal variation.
Figure 7 shows the observation and its simulation counterpart of VTX-Bharati baseline. This path is 8656 km
long. Between 02:00 UT and 13:00 UT, this path is partly or fully sunlit (see Figure 3a); hence, the daytime vari-
ation is observed. Also at 02:00 UT and at 13:00 UT, the sunrise and sunset terminators pass by the propa-
gation path (see Figure 3a), and hence, the day-night transition trough (terminator) is formed in the VLF signal.
Our LWPC simulation has reproduced this phenomenon. Also, we have obtained the terminator from simula-
tion in the same position as that from observation for both NWC-Bharati in Figures 7c and 7d and VTX-Maitri
in Figures 8a and 8b baselines. From this 𝜒(d, t) and LWPC modeling the trend of daytime variation has not
been reproduced for VTX-Bharati baseline (Figure 7b). However, for NWC-Bharati (Figure 7d) and VTX-Maitri
(Figure 8b), daytime variations are reproduced to a great extent. The diurnal variation actually shows the entire
24 h signal characteristics as a function of time. The diurnal variation contains three portions. These are (i)
the terminators, (ii) the variation of VLF signal amplitude between the terminators that are treated as daytime
variation, and (iii) the variation outside of the terminators that are treated as nighttime variations. Our aim is
to check the characteristics of these three regions of the simulated signal with observation. For VTX-Bharati,
NWC-Bharati, and VTX-Maitri, the location of the sunrise and sunset terminator times matches satisfactorily
with the observation. The pattern of the signal during terminator is almost the same for both observation and
simulation. During the daytime, the zenith angle over the path is mostly less than 90∘. The signal amplitude
variation has typically a cosine nature, which is reproduced. As we are dealing with only ionization due to solar
illumination, we do not concentrate on the nighttime signal profile. There is some mismatch in the daytime
signal for NWC-Bharati (Figure 7d) as there are some fluctuations present in the daytime part. At the nonil-
luminated portion of the NWC-Bharati path, due to the absence of solar radiation as strong ionizing agent,
several short time weak scintillation processes are seen. These parts are out of the scope of this 𝜒(d, t) mod-
eling and hence the nighttime fluctuations have not been produced by simulation. For NWC-Maitri baseline
in Figure 8, no significant pattern in the data was observed. Interestingly, basic characteristics in the data,
namely, (i) daytime variation, (ii) terminator troughs, and (iii) nighttime scintillation are absent in simulation
results, too. The sunrise and sunset terminators in the VLF signal is of course due to the phenomena of the day-
night terminator transition that creates trough in the signal amplitude profile. Thus, we use the terminology
terminator trough. From the attenuation coefficient analysis of waveguide mode theory, it was observed that
the attenuation rates of VLF signal while propagating over the Antarctic ice mass (∼3000 km) is relatively high.
This high attenuation is responsible for the amplitude profile of NWC-Maitri signal.

In Figures 9 and 10, we present the diurnal variation of VLF signal amplitude both from observation and sim-
ulation for 20 days from 10 to 29 January 2016 to check the ionospheric variability during this period. The
observed signal amplitude for the path VTX-Maitri has not been produced here, because it has already been
published in Sasmal et al. [2014]. Also, the observed signal amplitude for the NWC-Maitri propagation path
does not have any signal characteristics because of its travel over Antarctic ice mass, leading to ice mass
attenuation. So we do not produce the diurnal signal amplitudes as received for this path. From these figures,
we find that the basic signal characteristics for those 20 days remain more or less identical except for the fact
that the terminator times vary slightly from one another, which matches quite satisfactorily with our simu-
lation. This in turn validates our modeling approach using solar zenith angle model coupled with LWPC to
some extent.

5. Conclusions

The prime focus of this study is to numerically simulate the diurnal variations of VLF subionospheric radio
signal amplitude as transmitted from VTX3 and NWC transmitter in the Indian Antarctic stations Maitri and
Bharati during the summer period (January). In this work we study the whole day signal amplitude variation
and simulate this using the solar zenith angle profile over the path and LWPC for the times January 2008



and January 2016. The solar activity is of course different for these two years [Klenzing et al., 2011]. As we
are dealing with the zenith angle-dependent day-to-day solar flux variation and not with the solar cycle-
dependent long-term flux variation that includes all possible solar high energetic phenomena, we can ignore
the year of study. The time of the procured data that is analyzed has been chosen in such a way that both
the receiving locations were in full solar day illumination with no sunset. We have recorded significantly sta-
ble signals in spite of the long path propagation from both the stations. The VTX signals in Maitri and Bharati
show less modal interference during the whole day due to the presence of fewer modes as the path length is
high (∼10,000 km). The NWC signal recorded from the Bharati station shows oscillation similar to nighttime
fluctuation due to comparatively smaller path length (∼5870 km). For the numerical simulation we use the
zenith angle variation over the entire path for the entire day. By using LWPC, the entire path has been divided
into segments of size ∼500 km and the zenith angle for each such segment was calculated. The ionospheric
parameters h′ and 𝛽 were assumed to be proportional to the cosine of zenith angle to get the actual iono-
spheric condition over the path, and the signal amplitude is calculated by using the ionospheric parameters
and LWPC. Both the temporal and spatial signal amplitude variations have been presented. In the spatial dis-
tribution, the trend and the relative day and night signal amplitude characteristics generally match with our
observations. Our aim is to justify the relative day-night amplitude level with the observed signal in a qualita-
tive way. The signal amplitude is plotted as a function of distance for two specific time of the day in Figure 7.
These are 00:00:00 UT (black curve), which can be treated as midnight and 12:00:00 UT (red curve), which
can be treated as noon. This convention is taken only to check whether the simulated signal amplitude pro-
file for these two particular times matches with observation or not. The same thing has been repeated for
the entire day to obtain the whole day signal amplitude. In Figure 6, we mainly emphasize at the location
of the receiver (dashed line marked with R) to check the relative amplitude level of signal at a specific time.
Except for NWC-Maitri path, the rest of the simulated signal amplitude profile matches with the day-night rel-
ative amplitude level of observation. The NWC-Maitri signal does not contain any information as the signal
suffers from a massive attenuation during the propagation through Antarctic ice mass [Sasmal et al., 2014].
The trend of the diurnal variation of amplitude resembles the observed pattern and it matches with the
day-night transition trough. The signal does not match exactly with the observation due to few reasons. First,
the crude segmentation over the path creates some sort of discontinuity and thus the ionospheric reflection
parameters were interpolated. Smaller segment could generate more realistic ionospheric conditions thereby
increasing the chance of agreements between the observed and simulation results. In our previous work
[Sasmal et al., 2015] we extensively used the D region ion chemistry model for our simulation. In that work,
we manually segmented the entire path to calculate the simulated electron density profile. In this study we
have given the input to LWPC as obtained from solar zenith angle model and Wait’s exponential profile. The
segments are created by the LWPC code itself according to its desired mechanism to generate the amplitude
value. The code has such limitations but the general features of the simulated signal can be correlated with
the observed one. For the ion chemistry model, we have seen that the result is becoming more accurate as
we increase the number of segments, and we have also seen that there was a saturation of the accuracy after
the segment number is greater than 20. If we couple the ion chemistry and zenith angle model in such a way
that we can increase the number of segments more than 20, then the results may be more accurate. Such task
is not in the scope of this paper and we will report it elsewhere. Another reason behind the mismatch may be
due to the fact that this paper is based on the assumption of a linear relationship between Wait’s ionospheric
parameters and the dynamic solar zenith angle profile. Of course this is not a true realistic condition but a
justifiable first-order approximation of its kind. This approximation is suitable for a nearly satisfactory output
as we obtained in the form of simulated diurnal amplitude. We have checked that in using the default LWPC
model for long propagation paths, this solution can hardly be achieved. As an improvisation to LWPC, we
supply the zenith angle-dependent ionospheric conditions. This addition does not entirely remove the draw-
backs in the default LWPC code but solve the problem with some extent. As mentioned earlier, our previous
attempt of coupling D region chemical model with LWPC code [Sasmal et al., 2014] also eliminated the above
mentioned drawbacks. In Figures 7c and 7d though the position of the terminators are quite comparable,
there are some oscillations in the simulated daytime signal. It is found in LWPC that paths having wide longi-
tudinal distribution show some sort of discrepancies in the simulation. Another possible explanation can be
made from the modal interference phenomena. It is well known that for a long propagation path, the modal
interference, which causes the oscillation in the signal amplitude profile is very low. The LWPC simulation
also agrees with this statement. It is clear from Figure 6 that for VTX-Maitri and VTX-Bharati, the daytime sig-
nal over the entire path has no such oscillations due to modal interference. On the contrary, for NWC-Bharati



path, which is shorter than the above mentioned two paths, there are strong signature of modal interference
during daytime (red curve at 12:00:00 UT). This oscillation also reflects in the simulation. Again, in this study,
we have used the Wait’s exponential profile of D region ionosphere. The profile parameters are modeled
according to the zenith angle prescription in equation (2), that sets the upper boundary of the waveguide
within which the VLF signal is propagating. The change in h′ and 𝛽 as computed from equation (2) has been
shown in Figure 5. Of course the latitudinal dependence of the D region ionosphere must be taken into
account properly. In this simulation, it has been incorporated in default LWPC model in an approximated
way. Second, some portion of the signal propagation path lies over both continental ice (for Maitri station)
and southern sea ice (for both Maitri and Bharati stations), which is responsible for high attenuation in signal
amplitude. It has been found from previous existing literatures [Field and Greifinger, 1972; Sasmal et al., 2015]
that there is a significant loss of VLF signal amplitude for propagation over ice mass. It has also been pointed
out that for a fixed upper boundary of the Earth-ionosphere waveguide (say 60–70 km), the attenuation is
higher (around 8 times) for propagation over ice mass than sea surface. The exact propagation characteristics
over the continental and sea ice mass have not been modeled properly. More accurate attenuation coeffi-
cients need to be incorporated in our simulation to eliminate this mismatch. These studies will be presented
in the future.
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